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Abstract—Sensor applications and wireless  sensor  networks 
(WSNs) are becoming a part of our everyday life. A number of 

network arrangements are used in WSN. In this paper, we focus 
on the cluster based network to help identify the issues associated 
with communication within such networks.  We present a light- 

weight multi-agent routing framework for a cluster based WSN  
to resolve some issues associated with  such networks. By using 
state- of-art protocol in a unique combination and categorizing 

cluster layers, we take full advantage of the properties of the 
selected protocols.  The simulation  results  illustrate that the 
proposed method  is light-weight   in terms of energy 

consumption by the sensor nodes communicating  information  
within  a cluster based network. Nevertheless, high network 
throughput  and robust data communication  are also achieved. 

 
Index Terms—WSN,  cluster based routing, light-weight 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WSN are self-configuring and are deployed to sense  and 

monitor physical phenomena e.g. environment.  A major lim- 

itation of WSN is that the nodes are battery-operated  nodes. 

The sensor uses short-range wireless communication  that may 

require mobility of the node and has a lower  degree of central 

management and limited memory. All  these constraints  may 

affect the communication  of data in a  WSN [1]. Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSNs) is an important revolutionary  

change in  technology  with  a  great potential for  improving 

many current applications and are befitting in various areas 

including habitat monitoring, building surveillance, forest 

surveillance, earthquake observation,  etc. These application  

are physically environmental but now a days these applications  

play a vital role in biological  science, biomedical and health 

care , vehicle tracking. In these applications  sensors are 

frequently  scattered remotely  and are made to operate 

independently autonomous [1]–[3]. At times the conditions are 

on extremity, but these nodes collect the data, process the data 

and now this data is ready for boost up that processed data 

towards the base station with assistance of intermediate  cluster 

heads or adjacent nodes with the single hope or multiple hope 

communication [4], [5]. There are many significant  events 

during the communication i.e. 

• how to collect data 

• which data is need to be dispensed 

• how cluster is arranged in the design 

• how to confine cluster boundaries 

• how data is agglomerate at the cluster head 

• how data is move to the base station for further processing 

• how to fortify this data at per unit step [6] etc. 

Lifetime of a network and ability to serve all the services to the 

application are most assertive parameters, well thought out in 

designing the protocol for WSNs. 

Absorbing low power and proliferation of network life time 

are two important attributes of any routing protocol for WSNs. 

i.e. the protocol should guarantee  that connectivity in the 

network is maintained for large duration and the energy rating 

of the entire network  should be systematize in the same way. 

To yield a long duration of connectivity from center is only 

possible if there is an equal distribution  of energy within the 

nodes of network [7]–[9]. Nowadays a variety  of applications 

are being used in those fields where  access is very difficult 

like battle field surveillance, whether monitoring, disaster 

man- agement, petroleum, controlling  and sensing 

environment; use wireless sensor networks. Each wireless 

sensor is a countered with tiny sensing devices, wireless 

communication,  finite radio range and band width, each node 

is capable to process, collect and transmit data to any one of 

the destined base station [10]. By the all of three drawbacks 

the top leading challenge is energy consumption and extending 

network  life time specifi- cally for sensor deployed in the 

surrounding that are not easily accessible. As a consequence  it 

is infeasible to substitute the sensor battery. So it is essential 

for WSNs to efficiently utilize 

energy and abate cost [11]–[13]. 

The applications of WSNs are increasing day by day. Vari- ous 

types of network  arrangements are used in WSN [14]. We 

focus on multi-level  cluster based network  architecture. It 

may not be a good idea to use a single  type of routing 

mechanism at all levels of communication  in a  cluster-based   

network. Nevertheless,  keeping the WSN constraints  in  

mind, the overall routing solution should focus on energy 

consumption, device type, etc. to guarantee communication  at 

multi-layer [15]. Our research will  highlight the routing 

challenges in a multi-layer  WSN architecture and provide a 

lightweight  multi- agent framework for efficient routing 

solution (combination of various state-of-art protocols) for it 

by considering the WSN constraints. 

The rest of  the paper has  been organized   as  follows. 

Section 2 discusses the literature review in detail and some 
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related work has also been presented here. Section  3 covers 

details regarding our proposed solution to the routing  issues in 

cluster based WSN, its design, development, implementation, 

simulation  setup and criteria, etc. Section 4 is dedicated to the 

detailed implementation  setup and discusses  the tools and 

technologies which are used to implement the proposed 

solution.  Nevertheless, testing and analysis  phases have also 

been discussed  in this section. Moreover,  a detailed discus- 

sion regarding the obtained simulation  results have also been 

provided here. We conclude our findings in Section 5. Some 

future research directions  have also been discussed here. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

A routing mechanism is necessary in a network  to manage 

the communication  and information  sharing among nodes and 

the base station.  In a WSN, routing plays an important role 

due to its constraints and the nature of the application. The 

WSN constraints  such  as limited battery, limited processing 

power, limited bandwidth, etc makes a WSNs routing protocol 

design a challenging  task. One of the major issues focused is 

the network life time. The energy consumption by a sensor 

node needs to be as little as possible  in order to avoid node 

failure. Nevertheless, it is not possible to change the batteries 

of the sensor  nodes  frequently (low maintenance)  hence if 

one node saves  energy, gradually saving  energy of  more 

nodes associated with the network may result in an overall 

increase in the lifetime of the network. A number of routing 

protocols  have been proposed globally trying to address the 

issues related to the WSN communication. A few are discussed 

below. 

M.  J.  Handy, et al. proposed  LEACH;  a  Low-Energy 

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy protocol [17] which is one of 

the routing protocols that focused hierarchical  approach for 

sensor network routing. LEACH protocol is adaptive and self- 

organizing in nature and claimed to have reduced the energy 

consumption  by the sensor  nodes  significantly. Scalability, 

dynamic clustering, single-hop communication,  etc., are a few 

pros to name. However,  the working involves  cluster  heads 

being responsible for the data transmission  which results in 

more energy consumption  by the cluster  heads (CHs). This 

may result in shorter  life time of the CH. Nevertheless,  if a  

CH dies, it may result in the entire cluster being cut off from 

the network  as no alternative means of communication is 

possible. All the end nodes only communicate with the cluster 

head. The CH further transmits information to the base station 

(BS). Moreover, the cluster distribution  is non-uniform which 

results in CH being located at edges of a cluster. This also may 

result in an increase in the energy consumption  as the CH may 

be located at greater distance from the BS hence more power 

consumed to transmit information if the network is distributed 

over a large geographical  area. Random selection of CH also 

makes it difficult to confirm the total number of cluster heads 

in a network  and their distribution. 

W.B. Heinzelman et al. in [18] proposed LEACH-C, a 

centralized  version of LEACH protocol. It  is an extension to 

the LEACH protocol that includes a centralized clustering 

algorithm that involves   base station for  cluster formation. 

Hence it does not have the self-organizing  nature as LEACH. 

It is claimed to reduce the energy consumption via selecting 

the CH based  on the location information and the member 

nodes. Localization  of the sensor nodes requires more energy 

hence LEACH-C may not always be a better alternative  than 

LEACH protocol itself. The reason that it is able to transmit 

more data than LEACH makes it favorable and efficient. 

S. Lindsy  and R. Raaghavendra  presented a Power-

Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information  Systems 

(PEGASIS)  in [19] a  chain-based   protocol in nature.  This 

protocol also is an extension  of the LEACH protocol. The 

communication  in PEGASIS is based on neighbor talk. Each 

sensor node only communicates with its neighbor to send and 

receive the data. The total throughput is increased by 

implementing PEGASIS protocol in other words the overall 

performance is doubled  as compared to that of LEACH 

protocol. However, the protocol faces a major  issue that is 

redundant data transmission. 

O. Younis and S. Fahmy in [22] proposed HEED;  a Hybrid 

Energy Efficient Distributed Clustering protocol. It is based on 

multi-hop  communication and includes energy distribution 

algorithm. Sensor  location information is  not needed  for 

communication of information. However, it carries out random 

selection of the CH from time to time hence this might give 

rise to the energy consumption  of the sensor  nodes  due to 

cluster reconstruction. 

Manjeshwar  and D. Agrawal  presented Threshold sensitive 

Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN) [20]. This 

protocol is designed for WSN applications that sense sudden or 

abrupt changes or phenomenon. It is a hierarchical  protocol. 

The network may operate in a reactive  mode in such applica- 

tions. Such kinds of applications are sensitive in nature and are 

responsible for time-critical  decisions. The pros include better 

throughput. However, the desired performance is not obtained 

where the WSN covers  a  large geographical  region. More 

energy is also consumed due to long distance transmission of 

information in such condition. 

Q. Li,  et al. [21] proposed  a  Hierarchical   Power-Aware 

Routing (HPAR) scheme. This scheme categorizes the sensor 

nodes in a WSN into zones. Each zone consists of a group of 

sensor nodes that are geographically  located close to each 

other or in other words, are neighbors. This group is known  as 

an entity. Once the zones are formed  the scheme then selects 

the routing  paths across other zones that guarantee an increase 

in the sensor nodes battery life. This is done in a hierarchical 

manner. This scheme considers the nodes battery power that is 

involved in the communication or is on the routing path. 

Nevertheless, the transmission power is also considered. The 

zones on the other hand involve a large number of nodes hence 

overall periodic battery life estimations may cost more energy 

and burden the network with excess communication. 

A number of solutions  have been proposed  globally. All 

have their own unique way of solving the routing challenges in 

a cluster based network.  However,  if considered, different 

layers of a cluster based network have different  requirements 

and issues. One protocol might work better on lower layer 
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and not so  well  on the higher layers. This may be due to 

configuration of nodes, communication  overhead, large 

geographical  networks,  etc. If  carefully evaluated  separate 

suitable protocols  may be selected  to route information on 

different layers in a  cluster based network. We  discuss our 

proposed method in the next selection. 
 

III. LIGHT-WEIGHT MULTI-AGENT ROUTING 

FRAMEWORK 

This section discusses  the proposed  framework and its 

design. A detailed discussion regarding the choice of the state- 

of-art protocols for the framework is also presented here. In a 

cluster based network,  the end nodes communicate  with the 

cluster heads and cluster heads are responsible for transmitting 

the information regarding  the reported  phenomenon  by the 

end nodes  to the base  station. Hence,  using single routing 

protocol at all the cluster layers might not prove to be efficient 

enough to help achieve a better network  lifetime. The WSN 

constraints  such as batterys life, communication  overhead, etc 

should be considered to help increase the overall efficiency 

and lifetime of the network. In this proposed framework  we 

consider  two scenarios;  single agent and multi-agent.  Two 

state-of-art protocols are chosen that are implemented using 

two different scenarios to evaluate their properties. The two 

scenarios are discussed below  in detail. 
 

A. Scenario 1 

A  cluster based  WSN with  a  single routing algorithm 

responsible for communication within the network;  end node 

to cluster head and to base  station, is considered  in  this 

scenario. Hence, this scenario actually helps evaluate the pros 

and cons of the state-of-art routing protocol with respect to 

cluster based WSN.  The main issues faced while using a 

single agent are: 

• Communication overhead 

• Networks lifetime may decrease 

• Energy consumption by end nodes and the cluster  heads 

• Bottlenecks  due to change in demand of communication 

within various types of nodes. 

Both protocols are implemented  individually and indepen- 

dently over a WSN. The communication  is considered among 

end node to cluster head and among cluster head to base 

station (Figure 1). Hence, two layers are considered in a cluster 

based network. Various network sizes are also considered to 

evaluate the protocols with respect to scalability. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.   Scenario 1 - Single 

Agent 

B. Scenario 2 
 

In this scenario,  the two protocols are implemented  on 

different network layers assuming they are best suited at that 

layer with respect to their claimed properties. Protocol  1 is 

responsible for the communication  between end nodes and a 

cluster head whereas, protocol 2 is used for the communication 

among the cluster heads  and base station.  This protocol is 

also responsible for the communication  among cluster heads. 

The figure 2 below illustrates the idea. For the proposed 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.   Scenario 2 - Multi 

Agent 

 

framework, two protocols  are selected, Low Energy Adaptive 

Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) and Power-Efficient Gathering 

in Sensor Information System (PEGASIS). These protocols are 

claimed to have been working on cluster based network  with 

good efficiency. A brief discussion regarding their properties 

and lacks is given below. 

 
C. Agents 
 

LEACH and PEGASIS  are claimed to have properties such 

as they provide extended lifetime to the network  and energy 

consumption is quite low as compared  to other state-of-art 

pro- tocols. Both these properties are promising  hence are 

evaluated using the two proposed  scenarios. LEACH protocol 

divides or arranges the sensor nodes in a WSN into small 

clusters. One of the nodes is then selected as a cluster  head 

(CH). The sensor node, also known  as an end node, detects a 

phenomenon and reports it to the cluster  head of the cluster it 

is in. The cluster  head, after receiving the information from all 

nodes in a cluster,  compresses  it and sends  it to the base 

station. The cluster  head nodes consume  more energy as 

compared to the end nodes within the cluster while 

communicating the information  as the base station  might be 

distantly physically located. 

The cluster heads on the network  are randomly  selected to 

equalize the energy consumption by nodes within a network. 

Hence not all the nodes get a chance of being  a cluster  head 

in the network. This protocol may work efficiently where the 

sensor nodes need to constantly monitor certain activities 

within the network.  The advantages of LEACH include: 

• Single hop communication  helps reduce energy consump- 

tion (end nodes to cluster  head or cluster  head to base 

station) 

• The cluster head is responsible  for collection of data 

which results in a decrease in overall network traffic 
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• The overall communication is less hence the sensor node 

energy consumption is less 

• Sensor location is not required for communication and 

formation of a cluster 

• The distributive  nature of LEACH makes it favorable 

However,  some drawbacks are also associated with LEACH 

protocol such the number of cluster heads on a network cannot 

be known. One of the major issues  with LEACH is with 

respect to the cluster heads life time as there is no alternative to 

provide information to the base station regarding any faults at 

the cluster head. Moreover, random distribution  and cluster 

formation  does not equally arrange the end nodes hence may 

result in some busy clusters. Nevertheless, some cluster heads 

may be located  at the center  whereas  others  at the edges, 

resulting in more energy consumption by the cluster head to 

communicate and receive information. 

Some of the issues in LEACH, if used in combination with 

another protocol, may be resolved. We have chosen PEGASIS 

(Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information  Systems) as 

our second protocol to work in a  multi layer cluster based 

network environment. 

It has been proposed  as an extension to LEACH protocol 

and claims to have been more energy efficient than LEACH. 

The nodes that are located far from the base station  use up 

more energy in communication  as compared to those located 

close to it. Hence, the idea of transmitting the information 

directly by end nodes to the base station might not be feasible 

based on the location of the node. The energy may also be 

saved by making  some sensor nodes in a cluster as member 

nodes. These member nodes may sense and compute the data 

which is known as  data fusion. Therefore,  the cluster head 

only transmits the fused data to the base station hence reducing 

the processing overhead on it. This helps reduce the energy 

consumption by the cluster head. Moreover,  all sensor nodes 

can take turns to become a cluster head of a cluster or become 

a  member.   Hence the overall energy consumption  by the 

sensor nodes in a cluster  is reduced. PEGASIS help transmit 

information to the nearest  neighbor sensor  nodes to save 

energy. All  the nodes receive  data from neighboring  nodes, 

fuse it and pass it on to the next neighbor until the data reaches 

the base station.  Here every sensor node becomes a leader at 

some point in time and is responsible for transmitting the fused 

data collected  from the nodes to the base station.  However, 

there are some disadvantages associated with PEGASIS: 

• The energy consumption is still high 

• Delays are associated with the communication  as all the 

nodes are involved  in collecting and fusing data 

• Proper topology is needed  to be able to collect and 

communicate the data 

• In case of a node  failure during data fusion,  the source to 

destination  chain needs to be constructed again. 

Although there are advantages  and disadvantages  associated 

with both the protocols but we believe that if  used on dif- 

ferent layers of the cluster  based WSN, the overall network 

efficiency, life  time, robustness  in communication  may be 

achieved. We discuss simulation and results in the next 

section. 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

 
The two scenarios  discussed  in the previous  section are 

simulated  and tested using Network Simulator (NS) [16]. The 

total number  of sensor  nodes  used for the simulation 

100. Sub-scenarios were simulated to test for the complexity of 

the sensor  node deployment  and communication.   These 

scenarios  contained  20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 sensor  nodes 

respectively. For Scenario 1, the protocols were simulated and 

tested individually and the results were obtained with respect 

to throughput,  energy consumption  and delay. Whereas, for 

Scenario 2, the two protocols were simulated using a cluster 

based network  model in which the two protocols worked on 

different cluster levels. The graphical  representation of the 

simulation results is presented, analyzed and discussed below. 

For performance  analysis, different combination of network 

complexities is used. Throughput of all routing protocols (with 

respect  to Scenario  1 and 2) is shown in  figure 3. With 

increasing complexity, throughput is affected for LEACH and 

PEGASIS whereas  the proposed combination  works better 

while increasing the number of nodes in the network model. 

LEACH protocol  seems to have worked better than PEGASIS 

but still it has lower throughput with respect to network size 

than the proposed combination  of the protocols. The proposed 

combination   has better performance   as it actually uses  the 

properties of the two protocols in combination. As network 

complexity increases as results of combine protocol rises more 

due to more paths to deliver more amount of data. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.   Throughput 

 

Figure 4 shows  delay in the communication  in the net- 

work. The actual delay depicts  the time a  packet  takes  to 

reach its destination. This also indicates the overall or total 

traversal time of the packet. PEGASIS  has more delays with 

increasing complexity of the network  as compared to the other 

two scenarios where LEACH protocol works independently 

and later with PEGASIS itself. When working together, the 

protocols  seem to have overcome the delay issues in network 

communication  while increasing  the number of  nodes or the 

network  size. However, LEACH protocol while working 

independently also tackles the delay issues to some extent and 

has better output  as compared  to the PEGASIS protocol. 
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Fig. 4.   Delay 

 

 

Energy consumption  plays a  vital role in maintaining a 

networks lifetime. Figure 5 illustrated the comparison of total 

energy  consumed  by network nodes  while using the three 

different protocol  setups. Network consumes more  energy  as 

its complexity  increases. As the number of nodes increase the 

communication among the nodes and to the base station  also 

increases resulting in more energy consumption by the sensor 

nodes involved in the communication.  PEGASIS  seem to be 

less energy efficient  as compared to the other two setups and 

hence has more energy consumption  as the number of nodes 

increase in the network. However, LEACH protocol and the 

proposed combination perform better 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.   Energy Consumption 

 

The overall results show that the PEGASIS  protocol  does 

not provide efficient results with respect  to increasing  the 

number of nodes in the network while working independently. 

However, LEACH  protocol, to some extent,  works better 

independently and also works fine with increasing network 

size. Whereas, our proposed combination of the two takes full 

advantage  of the properties of the two protocols and seem to 

provide efficient and robust solution for the cluster  based 

network. Not only it shows that it supports scalability,  but it 

also provides energy efficient robust communication  method 

for a multi-layered  cluster based network. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

One of the major challenges in a protocol  design for a WSN 

is network lifetime. In this paper, we proposed  a lightweight 

 
multi-agent framework for cluster  based WSN that considers 

the WSN constraints to improve  the overall performance of 

the network. This framework actually is a unique combination 

of two protocols, PEGASIS and LEACH that are used to work 

together in a multi-layer  cluster based network.  The proposed 

combination  was simulated and compared with respect to the 

chosen protocols  working independently on a  cluster based 

network. The simulation results showed  that the proposed 

combination  worked better as compared to the protocols 

work- ing independently on a cluster  based network.  The 

proposed method showed good network throughput,  energy 

efficiency and less communication  delay. Nevertheless,  it  

supported network scalability and help increase overall 

network lifetime for a multi-layer  cluster based wireless 

sensor network. 
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